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1. Why is the acquisition restricted to this good/service/supplier? (Explain why the acquisition cannot
be competitively bid, and Include consequences that would occur from not contracting with this
supplier.)
Response: Wunderlich-Malec designed, installed, and integrated the original balance of plant control
systems at the Riverside Energy Resource Center (RERC) and Springs Generating Station. The balance of
plant controls system is customized and specific to the plant operations at RERC and Springs. These
systems were part of the original installation and require periodic maintenance and updates.
Wunderlich-Malec is the only contractor that readily meets our demands with control system
maintenance and best suited to provide efficient and reliable support.
The balance of the plant control system is critical to overall gas turbine operations because it provides
automated control of essential equipment. In addition, it relays the status of critical equipment and
stores plant data vital to plant performance.
2. How was the price offered determined to be fair and reasonable? Explain what the basis was for
comparison and include cost analyses as applicable. (Compare to vendor’s previous or current offer to
the City or to another agency/company, market research – or any other method of comparison that
will substantiate fair and reasonable pricing in the absence of competition). Attach back-up
documentation for reference.
Response: Wunderlich-Malec is the most proficient and lowest cost option since they design and
customize the balance of plant control systems at RERC and Springs. There would be very costly
setbacks when switching to a vendor that does not have the proprietary knowledge of the logic and
experience used in the specific control systems at RERC and Springs. A working balance of control
system is essential to operations. Working on the control system requires the unit to be taken out of
service. Extending the outage can lead to an inability to provide power to our customers. The Balance of
Control system is a complex integration of equipment needed to operate the plant. An error in that
process could lead to equipment damage, environmental violations and costly repairs.
Wunderlich-Malec's hourly rates are reasonable and lower than other vendors who provide support for
their respective control systems. Below is a comparison of hourly rates from other vendors to
Wunderlich-Malec who provide similar services:
1. Wunderlich Malec- $175/hour
2. ABB-$277/hour
3. General Electric- $244/hour
3. Describe any cost savings realized or costs avoided by acquiring the goods/services from this
supplier. Include consequences that would occur from not contracting with this supplier.
Response: Using an alternative contractor will result in extended outages and a less reliable operating
plant. Maintenance expenses will increase since the alternative option will not have the extensive
experience and programming knowledge with the specific control systems installed at RERC and Springs.
Wunderlich-Malec provided a reduction in the hourly rate for a three year term. The hourly rate
reduced from $175/hour to $164.44/hour flat rate for all services.

